21 Ways to Save Money While Traveling in Hong Kong, China

Hong Kong is a vibrant cosmopolitan city, and a hot pot of many cultures from around the
world. While it enjoys the reputation of being a shopperâ€™s paradise, Hong Kong has much
more to offer. Strolling the streets of the city will reveal remnants of its British colonial past,
although the cultural influences from the Cantonese and Mandarin are also still very evident.
Hong Kong is a city of great sites, cultural experiences, and heavenly food that you wonâ€™t
find anywhere in Asia. Its glittering skyscrapers are part of the cityâ€™s charm, whether
viewed up close while walking its streets or from the many high vantage points around Hong
Kong. It is the perfect destination to visit no matter what you are looking for: whether you
come for some R&R, with the family, with friends to enjoy the nightlife, or if you want to take
in the culture. The best part about Hong Kong is that almost everyone speaks English which
makes getting around an absolute breeze. No matter which way you decide to enjoy Hong
Kong, without careful planning and preparation it can be quite costly. Weâ€™ve done the
research for you so that you have everything you need to know in order to plan your Hong
Kong trip while on a budget
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Hong Kong, the bowl of rice is not for free like in Mainland China and generally a small bowl
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